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AUTUMN VIBES

AUTUMN VIBES
STASHBuster Quilt Series by MICHELLE RENEE HIATT
MICHELLE RENEE HIATT’S COMPANIION PATTERN FOR STUDIO 180 DESIGN’S TUCKER TRIMMER
Autumn Vibes is a fantastic STASHBuster Quilt that comes together quickly and easily. Autumn Vibes features the School Girl’s Puzzle block. Utilizing the suggested values, will make this
a fun quilt to “play” with! While this quilt is designed to utilize your stash, do not ever be afraid to
purchase some, if not all, fabrics.
FABRIC SELECTION & YARDAGE
When selecting fabrics, it is most important to have 4 distinct values of fabric that have a contrast to
your Background: Light, Light-Medium, Medium and Dark. You can use one fabric for each of those
values or many. Go as scrappy as you would like. The key is to ensure you have them categorized in
the right value.
Based on 40” of useable width of fabric, with a few cutting errors taken into account.

PLACEMENT

FABRIC

Larger Throw 69” x 69”

Quilt Center and Pieced Border

Dark

7/8 - 1 Yard

Quilt Center

Medium

1/4 - 1/3 Yard

Quilt Center

Light-Medium

1/4 - 1/3 Yard

Quilt Center and Pieced Border

Light

1 1/3 - 1 1/2 Yards

Quilt Center and Middle Border

Background

1 3/4 - 2 Yards

Border and Binding

Print/Floral

2 Yards

Note: If you are going scrappy or if you want a little extra for errors, go with the higher yardage amount.
Michelle’s STASHBuster Quilt Series is specifically designed to feature Quilts with interest that
come together quickly and easily. You can make these fabulous quilts with stash, scraps, or
new fabric. The quilts feature one tool and one technique that is repeated throughout the quilt
creating a fun and fabulous design. Repeating the technique allows you to quickly master one
technique and one tool while completing the quilt quickly.
Check out Michelle’s Online Classes for a mini-class on this quilt.
https://sewonthego.net/online-quilt-classes
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